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Apple pencil 2nd generation won' t charge

Support Communities/iPad/Using the iPad-related article if your iPhone or iPod touch won't load looks like no one has responded in a while. To start the conversation again, just ask a new question. Question: Q: I have my Apple Pencil 2 magnetically connected to my iPad Pro 2018, but the pencil won't load. Posted on
November 18, 2018 10:28 Answer I have this question too (368) I have this question too Me Too (368) I too Page content loaded November 19, 2018 11:59 AM in response to Joshua Alderson In response to Joshua Alderson Hello Joshua, Thanks for using Apple Support Communities! I understand that your Apple
Pencil (2nd generation) doesn't recharge when connected to your iPad Pro. You're in the right place for a resolution. Let's start by making sure that Bluetooth is enabled on your iPad, and that the Apple Pencil is attached to the center of the right side of your iPad (towards the USB-C connector). If there's no indication that
the Apple Pencil is in charge, restart the iPad: Restart your iPhone, iPad or iPod touch - Apple Support For more information on how to use and charge your Apple Pencil, check out the following resource: Use Apple Pencil with your iPad or iPad Pro - Apple Support Cheers! Nov 19, 2018 11:59 AM Reply Helpful Thread
reply - more options Nov 19, 2018 12:21 PM in response to Joshua Alderson In response to Joshua Alderson Check that the tip of the pencil points towards the volume button. I've found that sometimes it won't charge if it's pointed at the USB-C connector, even if it's magnetically connected. Nov 19, 2018 12:21 PM
Reply Helpful (2) Thread reply - more options Dec 1, 2018 12:38 PM in response to gudel In response to gudel I also noticed this. I haven't found a specific statement that says the pencil tip should point to the volume buttons, but it seems that's the case. I also note that in all the marketing photos I've seen, this is the
orientation used. December 1, 2018 12:38 Useful Answer Thread answer - more options December 31, 2018 11:49 AM in response to Joshua Alderson In response to Joshua Alderson My Apple pin (pencil) will not load. December 31, 2018 11:49 Useful Response (5) Thread Answer - More User Profile Options: Joshua
Alderson Question: Q: Apple Pencil 2 won't load support communities/iPad/Using the iPad Looks Like Nobody's Been Responding for Some Time. To start the conversation again, just ask a new question. Question: Q: If the load of my apple pencil is completely down, can I use the lightning connector dock of my ipad to
charge. I tried but it does not work [Re-Titled by Moderator] null-OTHER Posted on April 3, 2017 04:01 Answer I have this question too (1466) I have this question too too (1466) Me too Answer: A: Answer: A: Make sure: Apple Pencil load according to this article Use Apple Pencil with iPad Pro - Apple Support Posted
april 3, 2017 4:14 AM August 12, 2017 22:22 PM in response to hakandent In response to hakandent I have the exact problem where the pencil charge at all showing 3% battery life. I had it loaded overnight using an ipad, but pencil still won't load. Strangely when I managed to pair the pencil with the pro with the inserted
pencil, the load state jumps from 3% to 100% in a few minutes, but when you remove the pencil, the pairing disconnects. When plugged in again, it shows 3% again. I don't know if this is a hardware or software issue, but when sent to an Apple Store they can't understand and since it was out warranty had little choice
but to buy a new pencil. A warning for all users not to leave it unloaded for a long time or well pencil will never load again. August 12, 2017 10:22 PM November 7, 2017 23:13 PM in response to Ben64smith In response to Ben64smith Since I got my iPad Pro and Pencil, I've looked and gone, but it's as if no one seems to
know that rechargeable batteries don't last forever. Generally rechargeable batteries as in mobile phones last 2 years, then begin to be able to hold less and less of a charge. No one on these forums will even mention the possibility that the user may be at this point. Even users who went to the store say that the apple
geniuses couldn't understand it and it was out of warranty, so it's a whodunnit mystery! I guess apple will dress it up the same way the subject was handled with iPods. Class action. Depending on where you come from, they are protected by many laws. Years ago because of this same problem, youtuber Casey Neistat
and brother, made an HBO doc film themselves as they finally discovered that they bought a product that after 2 years can no longer hold a charge and is now useless. It took a lot of contacts before they got the truth. Thats when apple (who says they were already workingin on this) worked to create the exchange
program where you pay like $100 and sends in the phone or iPod. The last time I found out they had contracted this service to another company. As far as I know, nothing exists for the pencil and youtuber techs who dissected it, say it did in a way that is almost impossible to open and replace the battery without
damaging it. I've replaced my iPhone battery, but I was hoping that eventually a solution would come at a time when mine no longer holds a charge. Nov 7, 2017 11:13 PM Jul 5, 2017 2:31 AM in response to jayramfrommumbai In response to jayramfrommumbai I had the same problem. The battery of the Apple Pencil
was completely drained and it did not charge the iPad. The solution that worked for me is:1. Go to Bluetooth settings and remove Apple Pencil from the list of paired devices.2 Plug in Apple iPad.3. Wait for the message that asks you if you want to yo paer the pencil and pair two devices.4 wait 10 - 15 minutes for the
Apple Pencil to charge Jul 5, 2017 2:31 AM Sep 11, 2017 10:30 AM in response to Hotklm In response to Hotklm I have one that does exactly the same, apple offers off warranty repairs? And if so, what is the cost? Sep 11, 2017 10:30 AM Sep 21, 2017 9:39 PM in response to sash1234 In response to sash1234 I I to try
my pencil for the first time. I got it for Christmas and I can't pass the 3% charge... Os11 Sep 21, 2017 9:39 PM Sep 19, 2017 1:26 AM in response to Hotklm In response to Hotklm Same question. Apple Pencil shows 3% loaded. Any solution or is it undesirable? Sep 19, 2017 1:26 AM Page loaded content Jul 5, 2017
2:31 AM in response to jayramfrommumbai In response to jayramfrommumbai I had the same problem. The battery of the Apple Pencil was completely drained and it did not charge the iPad. The solution that worked for me is:1. Go to Bluetooth settings and remove Apple Pencil from the list of paired devices.2 Plug
Apple Pencil into iPad.3. Wait for the message that asks you if you want to yo paer the pencil and pair two devices.4 Wait 10 - 15 minutes for the Apple Pencil to charge Jul 5, 2017 2:31 AM Reply Helpful (28) Thread reply - more options August 12, 2017 10:22 PM in response to hakandent In response to hakandent I
have the exact problem where the pencil will not charge at all showing 3% battery life. I had it loaded overnight using an ipad, but pencil still won't load. Strangely when I managed to pair the pencil with the pro with the inserted pencil, the load state jumps from 3% to 100% in a few minutes, but when you remove the
pencil, the pairing disconnects. When plugged in again, it shows 3% again. I don't know if this is a hardware or software issue, but when sent to an Apple Store they can't understand and since it was out warranty had little choice but to buy a new pencil. A warning for all users not to leave it unloaded for a long time or well
pencil will never load again. August 12, 2017 10:22 PM Useful Response (64) Thread answer - more options Sep 11, 2017 10:30 AM in response to Hotklm In response to Hotklm I have one that does exactly the same, apple offers warranty repairs? And if so, what is the cost? Sep 11, 2017 10:30 AM Reply Helpful (20)
Thread reply - more options Sep 19, 2017 1:26 AM in response to Hotklm In response to Hotklm Same issue. Apple Pencil shows 3% loaded. Any solution or is it undesirable? Sep 19, 2017 1:26 AM Reply Helpful (14) Thread reply - more options Sep 21, 2017 9:39 PM in response to sash1234 In response to sash1234 I
decided to try my pencil for the first time. I got it for Christmas and I can't pass the 3% charge... Os11 Sep 21, 2017 9:39 PM Reply Helpful (17) Thread reply - more options Nov 7, 2017 11:13 PM in response to Ben64smith In response to Ben64smith Since I got my iPad Pro and Pencil, I've looked and googled, but it's
as if no one seems to know that rechargeable batteries don't last forever. Generally rechargeable batteries as in mobile phones last 2 years, then begin to be able to less and less than one load. No one on these forums will even mention the possibility that the user may be at this point. Even users who went to the store
say that the apple geniuses couldn't understand it and it was out of warranty, so it's a whodunnit mystery! I guess apple will dress it up the same way as the was manipulated with iPods. Class action. Depending on where you come from, they are protected by many laws. Years ago because of this same problem,
youtuber Casey Neistat and brother, made an HBO doc film themselves as they finally discovered that they bought a product that after 2 years can no longer hold a charge and is now useless. It took a lot of contacts before they got the truth. Thats when apple (who says they were already workingin on this) worked to
create the exchange program where you pay like $100 and sends in the phone or iPod. The last time I found out they had contracted this service to another company. As far as I know, nothing exists for the pencil and youtuber techs who dissected it, say it did in a way that is almost impossible to open and replace the
battery without damaging it. I've replaced my iPhone battery, but I was hoping that eventually a solution would come at a time when mine no longer holds a charge. Nov 7, 2017 11:13 Pm Reply Helpful (29) Thread reply - more options User profile: jayramfrommumbai Question: Q:  Apple Pencil Not Charging
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